PROGRAM

MEN’S GLEE CLUB
Dr. Steven M. Demorest, conductor
Laney McClain, assistant conductor

LAST WORDS OF DAVID ............................................................... RANDALL THOMPSON (1899-1984)
with the
UW Symphonic Band
Steven J. Morrison, conductor

from FROSTIANA ........................................................................ RANDALL THOMPSON
The Pasture
Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening
John Burkhardt, accompanist

ADORAMUS TE .............................................................................. GIOVANNI PALESTRINA (1514-1594)
Laney McClain, conductor

BLUE MOON ........................................................................... RODGERS & HART (arr. Funk)
Nathan Silpakit, soloist
Laney McClain, accompanist

KISS THE GIRL ........................................................................ MENKEN & ASHMAN (arr. Klein)
Garrett Black, soloist
Sam Adiputra & Ravi Venkataraman, descant

I’M A BELIEVER ........................................................................... NEIL DIAMOND (b. 1941) (arr. Ulrich)
Colin Pulkrabek, beatboxer

UW WOMEN’S CHOIR
and
VOX PARNASSUS
Jean-Marie Kent and Megan Huckabay, conductors
Jocelyn Chang, piano

An International Kitchen Party!

NISKA BANJA [Serbian Gypsy Dance] ................................................................. arr. Nick Page
Let’s go to the baths of Nis where we shall kiss, kiss, kiss!
Ethan Chessin, accordion / Jack Falk, clarinet / Maren Haynes, cello
**PEN-PEN DE SARAPEN** [Philippine Children’s Song] ........................................... arr. Sidney Marquez Boquiren
A children’s song that celebrates the sounds of words

**NODLE KANGBYON** [Korea] ............................................................................. arr. Wallace Hornady
Beside the Nodle river—
A willow tree in springtime. To the wavering branch we shall firmly fasten time, which passes with indifference and apathy.
Ehoy! [an outcry]
Even the swaying willow tree we can’t rely on. We can only trust the blue water that is going along by itself—self-sufficient, self-reliant.

**LA PALOMA (GAITA DE TAMBORA)** [Venezuela] .......................................... arr. Cristian Grases
Where did the dove that the sparrow hawk caught go? Where is the dove that the sparrow hawk caught? At Ramona’s gate. Oh! Look I found it plucked.
All in life is false, death is the only truth. For there is where pomp and vanity run out.
Why wouldn’t I cry when my mother dies? I wish I could bring her back to life.
I’m leaving, Maria, I leave the dove there for you, Open its beak and make it eat, I’m leaving the food there.
I’m leaving, I say goodbye even though the gaita is very good. Beat this drum hard so my sorrow cheers up.

Maddie Boyd, guitar

**COME PRETTY LOVE** [United States] ................................................................ arr. Joan Szymko
A Shaker song that honors “Mother” Ann Lee, the 18th century religious leader

**from BEST IN THE HOUSE** [Irish & Canadian Folk Songs] .................................. arr. Stephen Hatfield
Selections
Kristian Swearingen, violin; Ethan Chessin, accordion
Members of the UW Klezmer Ensemble

---

**THE UNIVERSITY SINGERS**
Bret Amundson, conductor
Julie Parsons, conductor
Kyujin Choi and Maggie Brown, accompanists

-program-

**COVER BAND**

**from the motion picture O BROTHER, WHERE ART THOU?**:
**DOWN TO THE RIVER TO PRAY** ........................................................................ Traditional
arr. Sheldon Curry, arr. University Singers
Bertie Mandagie, solo / Maggie Brown, piano

**from the musical BABES IN ARMS**:
**JOHNNY ONE NOTE** ................................................................................. HART/RODGERS (arr. Lisa DeSpain)
Clarke Reid, piano / Mark Hunter, bass / Evan Woodle, drums
SUMMER IS ICUMEN IN .......................................................... Traditional

from the oratorio MESSIAH:

Hallelujah .................................................................................. GEORGE FRIDERIC HANDEL

Maggie Brown, piano

from the motion picture SISTER ACT 2: BACK IN THE HABIT:

JOYFUL, JOYFUL ........................................................................ LUDWIG VON BEETHOVEN

arr. Mervyn Warren / adapted by Roger Emerson

Clarke Reid, piano / Mark Hunter, bass / Evan Woodle, drums

UW MEN’S GLEE CLUB

TENOR I
Sam Adiputra
Ross Blevins
Jordan Bondurant* ]!=
Joseph Chan
Joseph Jones*
Kevin Martin
Tim Nguyen
Johnny Sor
Ravi Venkataraman
Bradford Walker

TENOR II
John Burkhardt
Elton Chen
Kuan-Fu Chen
King Cheung
Nathan Clark
Nghi Le
Onel Martinez
Sean Peterson
Kazunari Saga
Tom Tafejian*
Zhi Tan
Kay To ]!=
Henry Vu
Robert Zhu

BASS I
Keith Bellows
Ben Bryan
Grant Davenport*
Chris Dentel
Jennings Brian Gamble
Trenton Holmes
David Hudson
Brian Kang
Minsoo Kang
Alec Maghami
Berty Mandagie
Nathan Silpakit
Victor Solidum
Chee Wei Tang
Evan Tomchick
Jens Townsdin
Matthew Whitaker ]!=
Tomohiro Yashimura

BASS II
Garrett Black
Chin Jung Cheng
Michael Kersey ]!=
Michael Lukins ]!=
Evgeny Milanov
Windy Sihombing
Erik Sooter
Joseph Tsun
Frederick Wang*
Marshall Xu
Ben Yau

Windy Sihombing
Erik Sooter
Joseph Tsun
Frederick Wang*
Marshall Xu
Ben Yau

* Section Leader
* Glee Club Officer
WOMEN’S CHOIR

Ellen Aagaard  Teknaimoana Havili  Graciela Matrajt  Caitlin Sale
Mengqiao Bai  Emma Henderson  Laura Matrajt  Colleen Salmi
Sylvana Bendana  Sabrina Herzig  Siobhan Mattison  Sigrid Aprilyn Santos
Mariya Billig  Sarah Hodge  Trina McCarrell  Norma Jean Schwab
Maddie Boyd  Graci Ingerman  Lynn McMurdie  Amy Scott
Hua Cao  Natalie Kim  Kristin Miller  Natalia Sefcikova
Zhiyuan Cao  Paula Listiani Kosasih  Erin Millman  Nicole Sun Simon
Jocelyn Chang  Lara Lynn Havnaer  Salwa Mohamed  Kathryn Steakley
Jennifer Chang  Kusak  Heather Ann  Sarah Thu Tran
Marcia Ciol  Bridget Langley  Myllenbeck  Anjana Trumo
Catherine Connors  Yuwei Lam  Ruhiiyeh Nellie  Helen Valentine
Silver Denton  Ekaterina Latypova  Newport  June Van Leynseele
Whitney Eand  Lei Lei  Josann Alissa Nichols  Quynh Dan Vo
Jennica Falcon  Isolde Le Trong  Phuong-Cac Nguyen  Micah Wilcox
Yuan Fang  Joanne Li  Julia O’Cain  Carrie Williams
Lexa Galanti  Roxana Lian  Marinna Owa  Kelsey Wilson
Ann Galvin-Eisenhart  Karin Listiyani  Anyka Ozog  Chelsey Winchell
Deidre Girard  Adrienne Litman  Lisa Pierce  Kelsey Wong
April Greenwell  Wanyu Liu  Kathryn Lyn Reber  Melody Wu
Katharina Grosman  Kelsey Jan Louvier  Yuzhu Ren  Jenny Yang
Amy Gwynne  Yan Ni Lu  Christina Reynolds  Kyung-Jin Yoon
Kasmira Elizabeth Hall  Danielle Lucero  Lauren Rock  Jizhuo Zhang
Joelle Hanton  Qianying Ma  Pooja Jasmine Saini

VOX PARNASSUS
Jean-Marie Kent and Megan Huckabay, directors

Sylvia DeTar  Lexa Galanti  Siobhan Mattison
Jessica Herkel  Katie Krupin  Dana Roberson
Katie Krupin  Siobhan Mattison  Lauren Rock
Hasami Schlimmer  Wanyu Liu  Melinda Schlimmer
Tamara Spiewak Toub  Kelsey Jan Louvier  Tamara Spiewak Toub
Hiromi Takasu  Yuzhu Ren  Hiromi Takasu
Carly Thornburg  Lauren Rock  Carly Thornburg
THE UNIVERSITY SINGERS

Cherry Aasen*
Elizabeth Allen
Elise Baldwin*
Keena Bean
Katelin Bonner
Maren Booth
Maggie Brown
Marion Burrage
Zhiwei Cai
Elizabeth Canade
Nicole Cannon
Flora Cao
Zhiyuan Cao
Antonio Castillo
Joseph Chan
Tianyue Chang
Elton Chen
Ka Kei Cheung
Kwang Chul Choi
Zoe Chung
Yaakov Cohen
Emily Craig
Devahra Daniel
Jasmine Daniels
Ronald Darmawan
Christopher Dentel
Ashley DiCristina
Jessica Ditto
Nancy Do
Kevin Dong
Jillian Eaker
Lu Gan
Yu Gan
Maria Gangan
Zoe Gano
Andres Garza
Rebekah Gilreath
Eric Gintz
Andrew Girardeau-Dale
Mikaela Gomes
Gina Grino
Xindi Guo
Mai Ha
Lisa Haak
Tekinaimoana Havili
Yijing He
Savannah Hiner
Sarah Hodge
Erin Hoff
Connor Hoffman
Qianyun Huang
Brianna Huet
Janelia Ignacio
Lily Jirapolchet
Kaitlyn Johnstone
Ethan Jordt
Meaghan Kapinos
Whitney Killian
Daiki Kim
Philip Koch
Hannah Krajnik
Puipui Lam
Nghi Le
Carrie Leath
Chin-Yee Lee
Jennifer Lee
Linda Lewis
Hanqiao Li
Yi Li
Yue Liang
Tianran Liu
Yan Ni Lu
Qianying Ma
Tingjie Ma
Zachariah Macintyre
Berty Mandagie
Rita Marable
Tomas Martinez
Alex Mathison
Emily McFadden
Kyle Middleton*
Sawaka Minaguchi
Young Woo Moon
Mercedes Morales
Kia Moua
Shiho Nakagawa
Jenny Nave
Theodore Newell
Belinda Nghiem
James No
Rumeysa Nurdogan
Kathleen O’Rourke
Margaret Odom
Consuelo Olivas
Pedro Pacheco
Genevieve Palmer*
Ji Hoon Park
Kassandra Parker
Melissa Parks
Kaylee Perkizas
Lisa Pierce
Nicholas Pizzitola
Gilbert Podell-Blume
Benito Ponce
Ryan Price
Lucy Quach
Robin Ranken
Casey Rasmussen
Clarke Reid
Kaili Ren
Yuzhu Ren
Karina Rivera
Kaitlyn Roberts
Stephanie Robinson
Lauren Rock
Thomas Rodgers
David Rodriguez-Jenkins
Grace Rosenstiel*

Boyang Sa
Katherine Sailor
Cecelia Sanchez
Mayo Sasano
Kathryn Schlechter
Hyesoo Shin
Nathan Silpakit*
Rachel Smith
Hwayoung Song
Kathryn Steakley
Sara Stein
Nakbin Sung
Abigail Tan
Zhiwen Tan
Grace Tham
Vibinash Thomas
John Thomson
Mariel Tovar
Lauren Tsai
Kristi Tsukida
Nigel Vander Houwen*
Madison Vierling-Coulter
Henry Vu
Scott Walters
Jennifer Wang
Robert Watters
Kit Wilder
Jena Yang
Melissa Yang
Cameron Yenney
Se Ah Yoon
Jiahui Zhang
Jizhuo Zhang
Yi Zhang
Yinyu Zhang
Yuchen Zhong
Yihan Zhou

*Denotes section leader